


Consistency is key. If you were part of Issue 1 we talked a 

lot about ensuring that we are posting relevant, consistent, 

and valuable content for our followers. And the first step to 

consistency is setting a numeric value. 

How many times in a week do you plan to post?

In the social media world there is nothing that says 

unreliable or questionable more than ghosting your 

followers and then springing from the depths of nowhere to 

popcorn post (posting  a bunch in short bursts). Not only 

have you lost the momentum of your followers and their 

engagement while you were gone but you also lost out on 

potential new clients who saw you haven't been active lately.

How many times SHOULD I post, you ask? The answer 

varies but I recommend at the very least once a day. There is 

a bit of a balancing act to this… you want to stay active but 

not spammy. You’re in control; select what you need to stay 

current but keeping it purposeful – posting relevant, 

consistent and valuable content (or entertaining at the very 

least). The kind of stuff that makes people want to follow.

Now that we know how much content you need to 

come up with at a minimum, you need to define your 

overall goals. Step two is plotting what you hope to 

gain. Do you want more website visits? Do you want 

more blog followers? More Facebook likes? You 

have to think broader than just wanting to sell a 

product. Of course that is the ultimate goal, but the 

way you want to get there; those are the key 

ingredients. Here are a few monthly goal ideas from 

my own photography business: Connect with my 

audience through body positivity / Show 

gratification / Advertise my upcoming special / 

Highlight my current clients / Collaborate with 

local events & businesses / Celebrate the holidays 

The third step to plotting a monthly plan is to 

break it down by categorization. 

Purposeful is defined as having a useful and 

intentional purpose. This means that we have to take 

a deep look in to what and why we are posting. 

Waiting until the last minute or just posting on a 

whim can sometimes lead you to be inconsistent, not 

meet your overall goals or have your followers feel 

like you are all over the place.

By categorizing and planning your content out to 

meet your goals you will have consistency… 

purpose! Remember, your social media page 

newsfeed should reflect your brand and drive your 

goals. Need category ideas…. read on friend.



PROMOTIONS

Ask yourself the following questions: 

• Do I have a new product?

• Am I going to have a sale? 

• Am I running any new advertisements? 

• Do I have any exciting news coming?

Example: On May 1st I plan to start an offer for a 

Mother’s Day canvas print and I want to 

continue it through the month. I want to plot a 

post for May 1st and several times through the 

month as reminders. Plotting out which days I do 

this will ensure I have a consistent reminder to 

meet the overall goal. 

HOLIDAYS

Ask yourself the following questions: 

• Are there national holidays coming up? 

• Are there silly holidays on the horizon? 

• Will I be at events related to my business? 

• Are there any events I want to collaborate 

with?

For example: On May 9th I plan to post how I 

relate to the agony of National Lost Sock Day. On 

May 19th a local children’s boutique is having an 

open house for their summer line – perfect for 

those summer photo sessions!

VACATIONS/MINI TRIPS

Ask yourself the following questions: 

• Am I leaving the area? 

• Am I taking a vacation?

• Could this trip help share my vision of my 

brand, product or goals?

• Do I want to share the journey with my online 

audience? 

• Do I need to make sure my followers know I 

will be out of office?

Example: On weekend of May 12th I am planning 

on going on a women's retreat. As a big proponent 

of self-care, I will share this journey with my 

followers with a blog post. This is consistent with 

my brand and by sharing my blog I will be able to 

drive others to my website as well.

BIRTHDAYS/ANNIVERSARIES 

Ask yourself the following questions: 

• Are there birthdays I want to highlight this 

month? 

• Partner / Parent / Sibling

• Team member/Employee

• Client of the month

• Are there anniversaries I want to highlight 

this month? 

• Business anniversary

• Partner anniversary 

For example: On May 6th my husband and I will 

be celebrating our anniversary. Personal posts 

like these can drive a lot of engagement to your 

page and help your followers feel connected.

Once you made these decisions and plotted out each post with purpose you can see where you might need 

filler content to keep up engagement and activity on your page (hello curated for me content on the next 

page)! The last step is scheduling out what you can! Sure, some things need to be in the moment – your trip 

for example. But a lot of other things can be scheduled out in one easy day and leaves the rest of your day to 

get back to living and loving this life! Don’t forget to respond to your commenters & messages!

TIP: Track your engagement results with each post to determine what works the best!
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National Star Wars Day

Cinco de Mayo

National Lemonade Day

National Lost Sock Day

Eat What You Want Day

Mother’s Day

Love a Tree day

National Pizza Party Day

National Lucky Penny Day

National Wine Day

National Grape Popsicle Day

Memorial Day



FROM ME TO YOU
Oh time hop reminders… you know 

those, right? Where Facebook shows you 

all those memories from years past.

Each week I see an array of  time hop 

posts and flashback to see how much I 

was sharing when I first started. I was 

constantly posting photos… whether it 

was of  a family pet, pictures of  myself  

or friends, or even pictures at family and 

work functions. I wanted people to start 

seeing my pictures and start thinking of  

me not as “Elisabeth the girl they know” 

but “Elisabeth the photographer.” I read 

once that you have to teach people what 

to think about you. And I wanted to 

teach them that when they needed to hire 

a photographer or if  they were talking to 

a friend or family member that was 

looking for a photographer – my name 

was the one that popped out. I was 

building my empire (or something like 

that) and I want to same for you!

Understanding when to post, what to 

post, how to post… these are the 

foundations that drive a successful 

marketing plan. As a small business 

owner YOU want to connect with your 

followers and you want them to think of  

YOU the moment they need someone 

who is sellin’ what you got. Or hey – let’s 

reach for the stars and sell them on what 

they didn’t know they needed. 

XO   elisabeth


